   COMING IN THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN WITH “POWER”
AND “GREAT” GLORY, Part 3

All praises be to our Almighty God, , the God of Heaven and Earth, the
sea and all that are in them. Bless His holy name. I want to give all praises and
honor to    the only One whose right it is to take it upon Himself to
sacrifice His life that we might be forgiven for our sins of breaking the laws of
. I shall forever thank Him for His love, mercy, and forgiveness. I come
humbly before you, my Hebrew brothers and sisters, to speak what  has given
me to share with you as well as the whole world. Praise !
As we come together in peace and love, America and all nations are in an
unbelievable uproar because of terrorist threats. How can America, the undisputed
superpower of the world, allow two little men (Osama bin Laden and Saddam
Hussein) who they call “terrorists,” to cause them to be in such an uproar and
shake like a leaf on a tree? I don’t know about you, but I am under the opinion that
America does not want to acknowledge the “real” Terrorist. They want to divert
your attention away from the “real” Terrorist, ---, transliterated in English,
Yahweh.
Now if you don’t believe that  is the “real” Terrorist, then just watch
what happens when the wicked in the American government sends His little

wicked angels to touch any one of us—the chosen of Almighty God, . I
declare to you that at that very moment, they shall be introduced to the wrath of the
“real” Terrorist—the Almighty  Himself, who shall terrorize them, and all
joined on to them, with unprecedented natural disasters. He shall send forth
record-breaking snowstorms like the world has never seen before. In addition to
His snow, He shall terrorize them with rainstorms, sand storms, dust storms,
windstorms, and lightning storms. The “real” Terrorist, , shall terrorize them
with His hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones, and tornadoes. He shall terrorize them
with wild fires, heat waves; floods, hail; Earthquakes, volcanoes; electrical
blackouts; famine; SARS, AIDS, and many other deadly diseases. He shall even
terrorize them with more drought. And that is not all, but the “real” Terrorist,
, shall also send forth millions of grasshoppers and billions of fire ants that
will eat up and destroy all of their crops even before they mature. Anyone who
chooses to mess with those of us who are doing the will of , are sealing their
own fate and setting themselves up to have a face-to-face confrontation with the
“real” Terrorist, ---. I suggest to America that you just might want to go on,
and continue fighting with Osama bin Laden, Saddam Hussein, Kim Jong, and the
like, because you shall never win against , the “real” Terrorist. Praise !
Welcome to Feast of Tabernacles 6006, here in beautiful Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, the place where  has chosen to place His name. I welcome you also
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to this seminar entitled,    Coming In the Clouds of Heaven with
“Power” and “Great” Glory, Part 3. Our foundation Scriptures for this seminar
are found in Isaiah 60:10-11, which reads:
And the sons of strangers shall build up thy walls, and their
kings shall minister unto thee: for in My wrath I smote thee,
but in My favor have I had mercy on thee.
Therefore thy gates shall be open continually; they shall not be
shut day nor night; that men may bring unto thee the forces of
the Gentiles, and that their kings may be brought.
In Part 2, we validated that the kings are the “chief” officers of the Secret
Societies. Now before we get into discussing these verses, I have some additional,
clear and convincing evidence that will lay to rest who the Gentiles are today. Let
me direct your attention to one of the world’s most respectable authorities, The
Hebrew-Greek Key Study Bible, copyright 1991, on page 1569, in Revelation,
Chapter 11, verse 2, which gives the Reference #1484 for Gentiles. In the Lexical
Aids To The New Testament section, on page 1710, Reference #1484, it reads that
the word Gentile in Greek is “ethnos: a nation, people.” The synonym for Gentile
is demos (Reference #1218), and it means “a popular assembly from which is
derived the English word democracy.” Now Reference #1482 and #1483, which
also come from ethnos, reads that:
“Gentile pertains to those who are unconnected with the people
and the God of salvation.” Reference #1218 (on page 1703),
reads: “Demos; from deo, A people, so called because they are
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united by laws and ties of society. From this word is derived
democracy where the people rule.”
These facts assert positively that the Gentiles are a nation of people who are
unconnected with the people and the God of salvation. They are a nation or
people who are governed by democratic rule, and do not acknowledge , the
God of the Bible nor His laws. Furthermore, they are a nation of people who are
united by the laws and ties of society where the people rule.
Being armed with these indisputable facts, is there any doubt in your mind
as to who the Gentiles are today? These preponderant facts prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that Gentiles are the American white people--the “chief”
promoters, supporters, and upholders of “DEMOCRACY.” It is America that has
been going to and fro and walking up and down in the full width of the Earth with
a mission to democratize the whole world; even this very moment: Iraq,
Afghanistan, Iran, Syria, China, Korea, Russia, Cuba, to name a few.
Although America is a nation of people who are unconnected to , the
God of salvation. He has, yet, “ordained” some advanced, ultra sophisticated
white Gentiles in America who shall glorify His word; and as many as He has
“ordained” to eternal life shall believe (Acts 13:48). Now I know that many of you
do not believe all that I have said in Parts 1 and 2 about the things the Gentiles and
the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies shall do, but let me remind you of
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something that we can all relate to which probably looked or sounded unbelievable
over 400 years ago. Let us read Genesis 15:13:
And he said unto Abram, Know of a surety that thy seed shall
be a stranger in a land that is not theirs, and shall serve them;
and they shall afflict them four hundred years;
No doubt, at the time  spoke these words, our ancestors from the tribe
of Judah thought that was impossible. But read what happened to them in
Deuteronomy 28:68, and it reads:
And the Lord, , shall bring thee into Egypt again with
ships, by the way whereof I spake unto thee, Thou shalt see it
no more again: and there ye shall be sold unto your enemies
for bondmen and bondwomen, and no man shall buy you.
Can we all attest to the fact that this indeed happened? Question: Did  use
the Gentiles—the American white people—to fulfill this prophecy? Yes, He did!
Well, in like manner, He shall also use them today, knowingly or unknowingly, to
fulfill “all” that He has decreed them to do.  has always raised up “men” who
would fulfill His “divine” will and purpose, not some angels with wings floating
down out of the sky as we have seen in movies and in books. Every man on this
planet today has a duty to perform and a mission to fulfill in regard to doing the
will of , consciously or unconsciously.
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Now let us refresh our minds with some historical facts to show the power
of  in controlling the affairs of men and how He uses them to fulfill prophecy
and to manifest that which seems impossible. Let us read Genesis 41:40-41:
Thou shalt be over my house, and according unto thy word
shall all my people be ruled: only in the throne will I be greater
than thou.
And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, See, I have set thee over all the
land of Egypt.
Joseph was hated by his brethren, sold into slavery, falsely accused of some
wrongdoing, and thrown into prison. However, Joseph was brought out of prison
and made ruler over all the land of Egypt. I believe that was truly “unimaginable”
to the Egyptians.
And one last Scripture is found in Daniel 2:48, which reads:
Then the king made Daniel a great man, and gave him many great
gifts, and made him ruler over the whole province of Babylon, and
chief of the governors over all the wise men of Babylon.
Even though Nebuchadnezzar had Daniel cast into the den of lions; yet he made
Daniel ruler over the whole province of Babylon, and chief of the governors over
all the wise men of Babylon. I suppose that, too, was “unthinkable” to the people
of Babylon at the time.
I believe my points of view are well taken in that  used men to fulfill
all of these Scriptures, no matter how powerful they were at the time. Such is the
case today: He shall use the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies as well as the
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“ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white people to do His will regardless of
how impossible it may appear. Now with those facts firmly established, let us
return to our first foundation Scripture for today, Isaiah 60:10, which reads:
And the sons of strangers shall build up thy walls, and their
kings shall minister unto thee: for in My wrath I smote thee,
but in My favor have I had mercy on thee.
The fact that our walls must be built up suggests that they were torn down, which
is affirmed in Deuteronomy 28:52, which reads:
And he shall besiege thee in all thy gates, until thy high and
fenced walls come down, wherein thou trustedst, throughout all
thy land: and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates throughout
all thy land, which the Lord thy God, , hath given thee.
 used the white Gentiles to besiege us throughout all of our land, and until all
of our high and fenced walls came down. Why? Because , in His wrath,
smote us for breaking His laws but, today, in His favor, He is having mercy on us
and is causing the white Gentiles in America to build up our walls.
According to The Cassell Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1999, on
page 146, build up is defined as “to set up; to establish.” The New Strong’s
Complete Dictionary of Bible Words, copyright 1996, on page 273, Reference
#2426, refers us to Reference #2428, which describes wall as “power, strength,
resources, wealth, great forces, goods, riches, substance, etc.” Therefore,  is
causing America to set up the standard operating procedure for all of our power,
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strength, resources, wealth, and great forces to be returned to us. They must
establish plans and organize the means by which all of our goods, riches,
substance, which they besieged, must be reinstated. This is why  is requiring
them to fulfill our second foundation Scripture, Isaiah 60:11, and it reads:
Therefore thy gates shall be open continually; they shall not be
shut day nor night; that men may bring unto thee the forces of
the Gentiles, and that their kings may be brought.
Having said that, of all the people on the planet Earth,  has chosen the
“ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles of America to play the
most prominent role in    coming into “power” and “great” glory. The
men who have been chosen to fulfill these roles were chosen from the foundation
of the Earth, which is affirmed in Genesis 3:24, which reads:
So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the
garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned
every way, to keep the way of the Tree of Life.
Let us closely examine what happened here. In The New Strong’s Complete
Dictionary of Bible Words, copyright 1996, on page 193, placed (Reference
#7931) is defined as “to permanently stay.” Thus, we see that  placed the
Cherubims in the east of the garden of Eden to permanently stay until He returns
and restores us to the Garden of Eden, the Promised Land.
So now, let us identify this flaming sword. In this same source, on page 99,
(Reference #3858) flaming by definition is “enchantment,” while in The Random
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House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 435,
enchant, the root of the word enchantment, is “to subject to magical influence.”
On page 804, magic, the root of magical, implies “any extraordinary or irresistible
influence.” So flaming confirms that  has given the Cherubims extraordinary
power and irresistible influence to fulfill His will.
The next word we shall define is sword. Referring back to The New Strong’s
Complete Dictionary of Bible Words, copyright 1996, on page 251, sword
(Reference #2719) is “a sharp implement.” In accordance with The Random House
College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 667, implement is
described as an “agent; a means.” An agent (on page 25) is “a person authorized
by another to act on his behalf.” On page 828, means is depicted as “considerable
financial resources; riches.” Therefore,  has authorized the Cherubims to act
on His behalf. He has blessed them with considerable financial resources and great
riches, which are enabling them to carry out His “divine” wishes here on Earth.
Given the fact that the Cherubims were to permanently stay where 
placed them, let us affirm exactly who these Cherubims are today. While
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 231,
describes cherub, the singular of Cherubims, as “an order of angels”; on page 830,
the word order is defined as “a group of people united in a formal way: as a
fraternal society (the Masonic Order).” On the authority of Bartlett’s Roget’s
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Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1163, order (Reference #59.4) is the same as
Secret Society. In conformity with The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, copyright
1978, on page 813, order is also reciprocal to Skull and Bones. Based on all of
these facts, we can reasonably confirm that the Cherubims are an “ordained” group
of people who were united in a “formal” way into a Secret Society known as Skull
and Bones.
The next word in the definition of Cherub is angel (“an order of angels”). In
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 85, angel is
characterized as a “messenger.” A messenger, on page 745, is a “forerunner.” In
agreement with Merriam Webster’s College Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright
1993, on pages 456-457, forerunner is “one that precedes and indicates the
approach of another; a precursor.” And a precursor (on the same page) is “a
person paving the way for the success or accomplishment of another; one that
proclaims or announces the arrival of a notable event.” In Microsoft Encarta
College Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page 1066, the phrase pave the way (for
something) means “to prepare for and facilitate the progress of something.”
These subsequent facts further confirm that the “chief” officers of the Secret
Societies, more specifically Skull and Bones, have been “ordained” by  to
prepare for His Son,   , coming into “power” and “great” glory. A
large part of their responsibility is to prepare for and facilitate the progress of 
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  to successfully accomplish the shifting of powers: from democracy to
theocracy. They have been chosen to precede and to indicate the preliminary
“approach” of   to His holy throne. Moreover, they have also been
“charged” to proclaim the coming of    into “power” and “great” glory,
as well as to “officially” announce the arrival of this most notable event.
Referenced in The New Strong’s Complete Dictionary of Bible Words,
copyright 1996, on page 47, Cherubim (Reference #3742) is described as an
“imaginary figure.” On the authority of Random House Webster’s Unabridged
Dictionary, copyright 1999, Computer Software, the word imaginary is
synonymous to “shadowy.” In the same source, shadow, the root of the word
shadowy, means, “without official authority: a shadow government; not having
official status; a mere semblance.” In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale,
copyright 1978, on page 1089, semblance means the same as appearance or face.
And figure is a “prominent personality.”
Thus, cherubims, from the perspective of an imaginary figure, are a
prominent group of people who are without official authority in their “divine”
work. They constitute a “Shadow” Government. And as such, they work without
“official” authority in the “elected” and “appointed” government of America. That
being the case, they have absolutely no “official” status.

But, however, the

“divine” work they are doing in “secret” gives the “appearance” (or “face”) of
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having not only “official” authority, but also “official” status. As a “Shadow”
Government, they operate “secretly” alongside the officially “elected” and
“appointed” government.
Now let us further examine the word Cherub, the singular of Cherubims,
from another source. The Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College Edition,
copyright 1994, on page 241, describes cherub as “one of the winged Heavenly
beings that support the throne of God or act as guardian spirits.” To understand this
clearly requires close scrutiny. Therefore, we shall decode the words winged and
Heavenly.

First, the word winged. Referenced in Random House Webster’s

Unabridged Computer Dictionary, copyright 1999, Computer Software, winged is
defined as “elevated; having wings.” Wing (in the same source) depicts
“traveling,” and travel by definition is “to move in a fixed course.” On page 623
(Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College Edition, copyright 1994), the
second word, Heavenly, is synonymous to celestial, while celestial on page 225,
means “of the highest kind.”
The Cherubims—the “Shadow” Government, elevated beings of the
“highest” kind—have been “ordained” to support the throne of  and to act as
His guardian spirits. In agreement with The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale,
copyright 1978, on pages 477 and 1196, to support the throne of  and to act as
His guardian spirits means that they must protect, watch over, secure, and defend
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  . Moreover, while moving in a “fixed” course, they must also
provide for, take charge of, and set up the One World Order on His behalf.
Meanwhile, let us go back to the definition of travel (“to move in a fixed
course”) and define the word move. In Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third
College Edition, copyright 1994, on page 888, move means “to turn.” On page
1441, turn is described as “to twist.” In accordance with Random House Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, copyright 1999, twist is described as
“to cause to move with a rotary.” Using the same source, rotary is defined as,
“turning around on an axis as a wheel.” And turn also means “to change the
course of.”
In light of these facts, we can infer that these “winged” beings of the highest
kind; specifically, Skull and Bones, shall change the course of history by turning
America around from one direction to another, like that of rotating or revolving on
an axis, as a wheel. On the authority of Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary,
copyright 2001, on pages 1548-1549, to turn around authenticates that they shall
cause America to change direction and follow a different path. And most
importantly, they shall enact “orders” that shall cause America to even undergo a
change of allegiance, and thus, “secretly” carry out all of the necessary procedures
to complete the setting up of the Kingdom of  on Earth.
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Now in Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1364, turn
around (Reference #680.22 and #682.14) also means the same as whirl, circle, and
wheel. From these facts, we can see that the work of the Cherubims is like that of
a wheel, where things are turning around in circles or whirls, as a wheel. This is,
in fact, describing the wheel that Ezekiel saw in the middle of a wheel. Based on
the teachings of   , we cannot form conclusions without the facts. So
let us put the facts in the hot seat.
Please open your Bible to Ezekiel, Chapter 1. As we read this Chapter,
please pay very “close” attention to the repeating of the same words. Let us read
please, starting at Verse 4 through 22:
Ezekiel 1:4 And I looked, and, behold, a whirlwind (circles)
came out of the north, a great cloud (circles), and a fire (light)
infolding (circle) itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of
the midst (circle) thereof as the colour of amber, out of the midst
(circle) of the fire.
Ezekiel 1:5 Also out of the midst (circle) thereof came the
likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance;
they had the likeness of a man.
Ezekiel 1:6 And every one had four faces, and every one had
four wings.
Ezekiel 1:7 And their feet were straight feet; and the sole of
their feet was like the sole of a calf's foot: and they sparkled like
the colour of burnished brass (light).
Ezekiel 1:8 And they had the hands of a man under their wings
on their four sides; and they four had their faces and their
wings.
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Ezekiel 1:9 Their wings were joined one to another; they turned
not when they went; they went every one straight forward.
Ezekiel 1:10 As for the likeness of their faces, they four had the
face of a man, and the face of a lion, on the right side: and they
four had the face of an ox on the left side; they four also had the
face of an eagle.
Ezekiel 1:11 Thus were their faces: and their wings were
stretched upward; two wings of every one were joined one to
another, and two covered their bodies.
Ezekiel 1:12 And they went every one straight forward: whither
the spirit was to go, they went; and they turned not when they
went.
Ezekiel 1:13 As for the likeness of the living creatures, their
appearance was like burning coals of fire, and like the
appearance of lamps: it went up and down among the living
creatures; and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth
lightning.
Ezekiel 1:14 And the living creatures ran and returned as the
appearance of a flash of lightning.
Ezekiel 1:15 Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one
wheel upon the Earth by the living creatures, with his four
faces.
Ezekiel 1:16 The appearance of the wheels and their work was
like unto the colour of a beryl: and they four had one likeness:
and their appearance and their work was as it were a wheel in
the middle of a wheel.
Ezekiel 1:17 When they went, they went upon their four sides:
and they turned not when they went.
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Ezekiel 1:18 As for their rings, they were so high that they were
dreadful; and their rings were full of eyes round about them
four.
Ezekiel 1:19 And when the living creatures went, the wheels
went by them: and when the living creatures were lifted up from
the Earth, the wheels were lifted up.
Ezekiel 1:20 Whithersoever the spirit was to go, they went,
thither was their spirit to go; and the wheels were lifted up over
against them: for the spirit of the living creature was in the
wheels.
Ezekiel 1:21 When those went, these went; and when those
stood, these stood; and when those were lifted up from the Earth,
the wheels were lifted up over against them: for the spirit of the
living creature was in the wheels.
Ezekiel 1:22 And the likeness of the firmament upon the heads of
the living creature was as the colour of the terrible crystal,
stretched forth over their heads above.
Ezekiel, Chapter 10 describes similar things. Only  Himself can reveal
what this means. Both chapters are written in the form of a parallelism. As noted in
Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page 1054, parallelism
is defined “in writing, as the deliberative repetition of particular words for effect.”
On page 457, effect means “an impression produced in the mind of somebody who
reads something, especially, one that is deliberately intended.” The words are
deliberately repeated to produce an impression in the mind of the reader. The first
impression in my mind was the repetition of words. Realizing that they were
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deliberately intended for a particular purpose forced me to look beyond the rhetoric
and focus more specifically on the “words” repeated.
Now when we closely examine Ezekiel, Chapters 1 and 10, this is what he
saw: He saw the likeness of the throne of   . He saw four living
creatures who had the likeness of a man. Ezekiel 10:20 describes these living
creatures, and it reads: “This is the living creature that I saw under the God of
Israel by the river of Chebar; and I knew that they were the Cherubims.” The
four living creatures were Cherubims. Every one had four faces and every one
had four wings. As for the likeness of their faces, they four had the face of a man,
and the face of a lion, on the right side: and they four had the face of an ox on the
left side; they four also had the face of an eagle. Two wings of everyone were
joined together. Their wings were joined one to another. Now this is the most
substantive of all: As for their appearance and their work they had one likeness:
it was as it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel. Their rings were so high that
they were dreadful; and were full of eyes round about them. Every one stood at
the door of the east gate of the Lord’s house; and the glory of God, , was over
them above.
Between Ezekiel, Chapters 1 and 10, the word four occurs 19 times; wheels
18 times; wings 17 times; living creature(s) 14 times; and faces 9 times. The
meaning of these words shall reveal one of the most hidden mysteries in the entire
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Holy Bible. Four by definition is a set number of things. In accordance with The
New Strong’s Complete Dictionary of Bible Words, copyright 1996, on page 277,
wheel (Reference #1534) is a reduplicate from #1556. Look a few numbers down
at 1538 (which is also a reduplicate of 1556) and it describes wheel as “skull.”
Because Ezekiel, Chapter 1 is so highly figurative, every possible scenario
must be explored. So, we shall seek an understanding of the “physical” skull. In
The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1984, on page
1234, skull is defined as “the bony framework of the head, enclosing the brain and
supporting the face; the skeleton of the head.” On page 1231, skeleton is defined
as “the bones of a man considered as a whole, together forming the framework of
the body.”
From these points of view, we can see that the skull as a whole is bones.
The skull encloses the brain: both are circles (in fact, double circles). The skull
also supports the face, which contains all doubles: two eyes; two sets of eyelids
and eyebrows; two ears; two nostrils; two lips, two sets of teeth; two cheek bones.
Keep this in mind as we decode what this means. These facts validate that this is
cryptically describing skull and bones: a body of double eagles.
Now let us move on to something even more technical, and define two parts
of the human skull, which will clearly reveal the hidden mystery in Ezekiel,
Chapter 1. Hold onto your seats, you are in for the shock of your life. As I read the
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definitions of these bones, please reflect on the words that were repeated in that
Chapter. In The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright
1988, on page 1234, the human skull has what is called the sphenoid bone and
zygomatic bone. On page 1379, in Webster’s New World College Dictionary,
Fourth Edition, copyright 1999, the sphenoidal bone is defined as “a wedgeshaped crystal form having four triangular faces.” (This bone symbolizes the four
faces in Ezekiel 1:6 and 10:14; and that terrible crystal, stretched forth over their
heads above, as described in Ezekiel 1:22.)
Let us move on now to the Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, copyright
2001, on page 1389, to get a second opinion about the sphenoid bone. It is also
defined as “a bone with prominent wings at the base of the cranium.” (This bone is
symbolic of the wings in Ezekiel 1:6, 8-9, 11.)
At this time, let us define the second bone: the zygomatic bone. In
Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, Volume III, copyright 1966, on
page 2662, zygoma, the root of the word zygomatic, means “to join together” (as
written in Ezekiel 1:9, 11—two wings of every one were joined one to another.)
On page 1534 (The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright
1984), the zygomatic bone is defined as “a bone on each side of the face below
the eye, forming the prominence of the cheek and part of the orbit.” (Ezekiel 1:10:
they four had the face of a man and the face of lion on the right side: and the
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face of an ox on the left side; they four had the face of an eagle.) On page 935, the
orbit is defined as “the bony cavity of the skull that contains the eye.” (Ezekiel
1:18: … and their rings were full of eyes round about them four.)
All that is figuratively described in Ezekiel, Chapter 1 is hidden in the
meaning of the physical bones of the skull. There you have it! With all of the
ambiguities and repetitiveness removed, Ezekiel saw the Secret Society, Skull and
Bones—the “Shadow” Government—preparing for and setting up the throne of
  , and it was as the appearance of a sapphire stone. Praise !
Let us continue. Their overall APPEARANCE and WORK was as ONE
likeness: as it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel (Ezekiel 1:16; 10:10). Praise
!

Curiosity is getting the best of me. So, I am going to jump right into a

wheel in the middle of a wheel. To decrypt this, I already know I must summon
all my top authorities. So let us begin by first calling forth Webster’s New
Universal Unabridged Dictionary, copyright 1996, on pages 2163-2164, to give
meaning to the word wheel. It confirms that wheel is “an involved interaction of
agencies operating to produce the final result: Government agencies are a study of
wheels within wheels.” This definition is most interesting because now we see that
wheel in the middle of a wheel is an involved interaction of agencies operating to
produce the final result:    coming into “power” and “great” glory.
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In Metaphorically Speaking, copyright 1990, on page 284, wheels within
wheels is described as “secret machinations.” Let us define the word secret first.
Referenced in Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on
page 1061, secret is defined as “containing information whose unauthorized
disclosure could endanger national security; closemouthed; working with hidden
aims or methods; conducted in secret; remote from human notice; revealed only to
the initiated.”
The plans that the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies, especially Skull
and Bones, have for    coming into “power” and “great” glory are so
“secretive” that they contain information whose unauthorized disclosure could
endanger not only national security but also international security as well.
Therefore, this knowledge is known only to the “super” (or “chief” officers) of
Skull and Bones; those who are far beyond even the 33-degree masons. In fact,
this group is called the “elite” cadre of “super masons.” Knowing the highly
sensitive nature of their “divine” mission, they are extremely closemouthed. They
work with hidden aims and methods. Their meetings are conducted in the most
secret places that exist on Earth, reserved and far removed from any human notice.
We shall now define the second word, machinations. On page 713, (in
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary) machine, the root of the word
machinations, is defined as “an organization that resembles a machine; a
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combination of persons acting together for a common end along with the agencies
they use; a highly organized political group . . . .”
Skull and Bones is a “secret” organization that resembles a machine in
that it is made up of a combination of persons acting together for a common end
along with the federal agencies they are using in the “elected” and “appointed”
government. They are a highly organized political group. This elite group consists
of the most influential people in the world; all acting together as ONE to fulfill the
“divine” will and purpose of God, . They are the most dreadful group of men
on Earth, so much so that they are held in awe and reverential fear. Too, they are
full of eyes round about, meaning they hear, see, and know all.
When  drove man out of the Garden of Eden, He gave the Cherubims
the power to turn every way, to keep the way of the Tree of Life, as written in
Genesis 3:24, which reads in part
So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the
garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned
every way, to keep the way of the Tree of Life.
   is the Tree of Life. And  has “ordained” these Cherubims—
“chief” officers of the Secret Society, Skull and Bones—to turn every way to keep
the way of   . Referenced in The Random House Dictionary of the
English Language, the Unabridged Edition, copyright 1967, on page 495, every
way means “in every direction, manner, or respect.” On page 407, direct, the root
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of the word direction, is defined as “without intervening persons, influences,
factors; etc.; straightforward.” On page 872, manner is every “method, mode, or
style.” Respect, on page 1221, is “preference”; preference, on page 1134, means
“that which is preferred; choice.” And direction in The Synonym Finder by J. I.
Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 296, is the same as order; command.
Therefore,  has given the Cherubims—the Secret Society, Skull and
Bones—the right to carry out his “divine” plan without intervening persons in the
“elected” and “appointed” government, without any outside influences, or without
any other contributing factors. All of their actions are being carried out in a
straightforward manner. They have the power to issue any orders or commands,
and to use every method, mode, or style they prefer or choose in order to perform
their duties and to fulfill their mission of ushering in the New World Order—the
government of theocracy—on behalf ofthe Messiah,   .
Using the same source, on page 623, keep (. . . to keep the way of the tree of
life) is equivalent to obey, submit to, respect, and acknowledge. The “chief”
officers of the Secret Societies, particularly Skull and Bones, are to lead the world
in obeying, submitting to, respecting, and acknowledging   at His
coming to bring peace on Earth and goodwill toward men.
This circle of men, figuratively described as the wheel in the middle of a
wheel, is “secretly” turning America in a different direction; putting it on a
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different course that prophecy might be fulfilled: and that is,    coming
into “power” and “great” glory. To do this, the “Shadow” Government is using
agencies within the “elected” and “appointed” government of America to put in
place the means by which the ordination of    can be done in the safest
and most orderly fashion.
The principal agency they are using is called FEMA (Federal Emergency
Management Agency). FEMA has a close pronunciation to that of femur. In
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 456, femur
is defined as “the proximal bone . . .” Let us examine the definition to determine
how this bone connects with FEMA. In The Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, Unabridged, copyright 1966, Volume II, on page 1828, the word
proximal is described as “located toward the center of the body.” Referenced in
Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fourth Edition, copyright 1977, on page 839,
body (Reference #788.1), is synonymous to political machine; society.
We can reasonably assert from these facts that FEMA is actually a political
machine that is located toward the center (or middle) of the “elected” and
“appointed” government of America. The “Shadow” Government—Skull and
Bones—shall use this agency to ensure that the induction of    be
brought about with little disruption.
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To guarantee little or no disruption and to secure the peaceful changeover
from democratic rule to theocratic rule, the “Shadow” Government has
subreptitiously put in place executive “orders” associated with FEMA that will
suspend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. These executive “orders” can be
enacted by the stroke of a presidential pen. Allow me to share a few with you and
discuss why they are so important and the role they play in the coming of  
 into “power” and “great” glory:
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 10990 allows the government to take over all modes
of transportation and control of highways and seaports. Let us read Numbers
20:17-18, 20-21 to find out why this order is so important, and it reads:
Numbers 20:17 Let us pass, I pray thee, through thy country: .
...
Numbers 20:18 And Edom said unto him, Thou shalt not pass
by me, lest I come out against thee with the sword.
Numbers 20:20 . . . And Edom came out against him with
much people, and with a strong hand.
Numbers 20:21 Thus Edom refused to give Israel passage
through his border: wherefore Israel turned away from him.
When    calls for His people, He will execute this order which will
give Him full control over all modes of transportation and control of highways;
thus, all borders as well. Therefore, no one will be able to turn away anyone He
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wants to pass through. Now, why the seaports? Well, Isaiah 60:5, tells us why,
and it reads in part:
. . . because the abundance of the sea shall be converted unto
thee, the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto thee.
One such reason is so the abundance of the sea shall be converted unto us, as well
as the forces of the Gentiles shall come unto us.    shall have full
control of seaports so the wealth of all the nations of the Earth can be brought and
so that accurate accountability can be properly ascertained and recorded. Plus, He
shall have control so no mad cow, genetically altered foods, and the like, will be
able to enter any country.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 10995 allows the government to seize and control
the communication media. When    comes into power and great
glory, He shall immediately seize control of all the communication media. There
won’t be any need for anyone to hear anything other than what He has to say. He
shall seize control of both print and electronic media: radio, television, Internet; all
newspapers, magazines, and publishing companies. Nothing they say, write, nor
print is about morality, righteousness, or keeping the laws of the God of salvation.
So there won’t be a need for anyone else to have access to any of the
communication media, including satellite. All programming will be on the laws of
and related subjects. When He wants to speak live to all nations of the Earth
or have His representatives to speak on His behalf, these mediums will be
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available. Let us go to one Scripture to prove the importance of this order. Let us
read Matthew 28:19-20 in terms of    speaking to all nations:
Matthew 28:19 Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost:
Matthew 28:20 Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded . . . .
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 10997 allows the government to take over all
electrical power, gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals. This will end all the
fighting over the oil, energy, and minerals, and natural resources of . Genesis
26:15 tells us how crucial this order is, and it reads:
For all the wells which his father’s servants had digged in the
days of Abraham his father, the Philistines had stopped them,
and filled them with Earth.
The oil wells belong to  which were digged in the days of our forefather
Abraham. America is over there fighting in Iraq right now for oil because she has
drained all of her oil wells dry, stopped them up, and filled them with dirt. So 
  shall take over all of these natural resources. Under His control, you won’t
have to worry about blackouts, ancient grid lines, and such.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 10998 allows the government to take over all food
resources and farms. As it was in the days of Joseph, so shall it be at the coming
of   . Let us read Genesis 41:57:
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And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph for to buy corn;
because that the famine was so sore in all lands.
Famine shall soon be sore in all lands, including America, and unless  
 takes over all the food resources and farms very soon, there will be no food.
Therefore,    shall swiftly execute Leviticus 26:34-35, which reads in
part:
Leviticus 26:34 Then shall the land enjoy her sabbaths, as
long as it lieth desolate, and ye be in your enemies' land; even
then shall the land rest, . . . .
Leviticus 26:35 As long as it lieth desolate it shall rest; . . . .
   shall take over all food resources and farms, let the land rest as
commanded by , and all countries shall come to Him to buy their food.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11000 allows the government to mobilize civilians
into work brigades under government supervision.    has always
maintained that He has a job for every man on the planet Earth. Using this
executive order, He shall mobilize civilians into work brigades to fulfill Amos 9:14
which reads:
And I will bring again the captivity of my people of Israel, and
they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them; and they
shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof; they shall
also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them.
Just building the waste cities alone will create a job for every person on the planet
Earth. Under the theocratic ruler ship of   , there will be no more slums
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and ghettos in any country, as every one will have adequate housing and the
financial means to support their families. In addition, let us read 2 Chronicles
17:12 in part:
And Jehoshaphat waxed great exceedingly; and he built in
Judah castles, and cities of store. . . .
You know, “my” mind told me  had a castle waiting for me. Todah, .
Praise !!!! And above all the building that shall take place, that great city,
holy Jerusalem (Revelation 21:10-21), shall also be built, which is where the
Messiah,   , shall dwell.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11001 allows the government to take over all health,
education, and welfare functions. Let us read Matthew 10:1:
And when he had called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave
them power against unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to
heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease.
   shall teach all nations His dietary laws, and when obeyed, the people
shall be healed. Now the medical doctors scribble some marks on a piece of paper,
you take it to the pharmacist, and whatever he scribbled on that piece of paper,
called a prescription, is what he says will heal you. The “righteous” prescription
for healing the world of all sickness and disease, AIDS, heart attacks, cancer,
strokes, epilepsy, diabetes, you name it, is written on a piece of paper in Psalm
107:20, which reads:
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He sent his WORD, and healed them, and delivered them from
their destructions.
We are witnesses that the Word of  can heal you.

He shall close all

educational institutions in the world, and replace them with Universities of .
With respect to welfare, under the rulership of   , we are all one,
according to Galatians 3:28:
There is neither [Hebrew] nor Greek, there is neither bond nor
free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are all one in
Christ,   .
There will be no discrimination under the theocratic government of . All
nations, kindreds, people, and tongues—black, white, red, brown, yellow—are one
in the eyes of   .
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11002 designates the Postmaster General to operate
a national registration of all persons. In order to divide the land equally and
provide for households properly, etc.,    shall immediately call for an
international registration of all persons in every country. These numbers shall be
used to determine how many houses shall be built, amount of food needed, jobs,
and the like. Let us read Numbers 26:52-55 and Deuteronomy 32:8:
Numbers 26:52 And the Lord, , spake unto Moses, saying,
Numbers 26:53 Unto these the land shall be divided for an
inheritance according to the number of names.
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Numbers 26:54 To many thou shalt give the more inheritance,
and to few thou shalt give the less inheritance: to every one
shall his inheritance be given according to those that were
numbered of him.
Numbers 26:55 Notwithstanding the land shall be divided by
lot: according to the names of the tribes of their fathers they
shall inherit.
Deuteronomy 32:8 When the Most High divided to the nations
their inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set
the bounds of the people according to the number of the
children of Israel.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11003 allows the government to take over all
airports and aircraft, including commercial aircraft. No matter where you
travel in America, almost every airport is undergoing extensive construction,
renovations, in spite of the dramatic decrease in airline travel. And, even more,
extensive road construction is going on all over America, despite the fact that
people are traveling less. Why do you suppose all of this construction is going on?
Isaiah 66:23 tells us why, and it reads:
And it shall come to pass, that from one new moon to another,
and from one sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to
worship before me, saith the Lord, .
Let us also read Zechariah 14:16 in part:
And it shall come to pass, that every one that is left of all the
nations which came against Jerusalem shall even go up from
year to year to worship the King, the Lord, , of hosts, . . . .
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This is the reason for all the construction we see going on: the “Shadow”
Government is “secretly” getting the King’s high ways (Numbers 20:17) ready for
all nations to come up to worship the King of Israel,   . The “elected”
and “appointed” government wants you to think it’s because the roads need repair
and to create jobs, but the “Shadow” Government knows well why. In addition,
the airline industry has almost shut down, however, they will be brought back on
line and all airports and aircrafts, including commercial aircraft, shall be under the
“direct” but “secret” control of the “Shadow” Government, that transportation
might be provided for all nations to come up to worship the King,   .
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11004 allows the Housing and Finance Authority to
relocate communities, build new housing with public funds, designate areas to
be abandoned, and establish new locations for populations. Every city in
America is in a waste state, and likewise in all countries. Let us read Isaiah 61:4
and find out why this order was put in place:
And they shall build the old wastes, they shall raise up the
former desolations, and they shall repair the waste cities, the
desolations of many generations.
These old waste cities have been desolate for many generations.

Since the

“Shadow” Government controls all the money and financial institutions, this order
will provide the means for    to relocate communities, because of over
crowding, desolation, and so on. He shall designate areas to be abandoned;
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especially, all the city ghettos and the thousands upon thousands of abandoned
buildings; and He shall establish new locations where families can have adequate
space and be comfortable. This shall be done all over the world.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11005 allows the government to take over railroads,
inland waterways, and public storage facilities. Why is this order needed? One
such reason is written in Zechariah 14:14:
. . . and the wealth of all the heathen round about shall be
gathered together, gold, and silver, and apparel, in great
abundance.
Heathen means the same as Gentile. We shall inherit the wealth of the Gentiles
from around the world, and all the silver and gold that they shall bring to  
 will have to be transported over railroads and inland waterways to designated
locations to be properly stored and secured; and apparel in great abundance will be
stored in various storage facilities.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11051 specifies the responsibility of the Office of
Emergency Planning and gives authorization to put all Executive Orders into
effect in times of increased international tensions and economic or financial
crisis. Let us read Daniel 7:14 in part:
And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom,
that all people, nations, and languages, should serve him [
 ]: . . . .
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This “Shadow” Government, while secretly using this agency (the Office of
Emergency Planning) within the “elected” and “appointed” government, has
authorized that all of these orders be put into immediate effect should any
increased

“international” tensions arise and any economic or financial crises

develop as a result of    coming in to “power” and “great” glory.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11310 grants authority to the Department of Justice
to enforce the plans set out in Executive Orders, to institute industrial
support, to establish judicial and legislative liaison, to control all aliens, to
operate penal and correctional institutions, and to advise and assist the
President. The “Shadow” Government—the “chief” officers of the Secret
Societies, most especially Skull and Bones—have put this order in place such that
when    comes into “power” and “great” glory, the Department of
Justice, by this order, shall enforce the plans set forth in all of these Executive
Orders to institute the industrial support needed among trade, manufacturing, and
businesses; as well as, to establish judicial and legislative liaison to ensure that all
act in concert. For example, to build the waste cities, the manufacturing industry
must provide the tools, equipment, etc., as well as lend the professional support
required to build and sustain these worldwide building projects: architects,
engineers, scientist, electricians, plumbers, and so on. In addition, the “Shadow”
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Government has authorized this order so that    will be able to control
all identified as aliens. Why? Isaiah 61:5 tells us why, and it reads:
And strangers shall stand and feed your flocks, and the sons of
the alien shall be your plowmen and your vinedressers.
The “Shadow” Government, who represents    prophetically, knows
that the aliens have a job to do. And the last part of this executive order is most
important. It grants    the “legal” authority to take control over the
penal and correctional institutions, and to advise and assist the President. One such
piece of advice    shall give to the President upon His inauguration will
be about the penal and correctional institutions in America and the world, with
respect to His people. Let us read about this in Isaiah 42:22 and Exodus 9:1, which
read:
Isaiah 42:22 But this is a people robbed and spoiled; they are
all of them snared in holes, and they are hid in prison houses:
they are for a prey, and none delivereth; for a spoil, and none
saith, Restore.
Exodus 9:1 Then the Lord, , said unto Moses, Go in unto
Pharaoh, and tell him, Thus saith the Lord God of the
Hebrews, , Let My people go, that they may serve Me.
Moreover,  has sent    to do as written in Isaiah 61:1, which reads
in part:
. . . He hath sent Me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim
liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them
that are bound;
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There are far too many black men in prison who don’t belong there; and yet, there
are many who do belong there. However, when    comes into power,
He shall proclaim liberty to all the captives who don’t belong in prison, and use
this order to open the prison doors to let them out. But, on the other hand, the
wicked who put them in prison unjustly, like they did    Himself, shall
themselves go into prison, as written in Daniel 6:24, which reads:
And the king commanded, and they brought those men which
had accused Daniel, and they cast them into the den of lions,
them, their children, and their wives; and the lions had the
mastery of them, and brake all their bones in pieces or ever
they came at the bottom of the den.
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11049 assigns emergency preparedness function to
federal departments and agencies, consolidating 21 operative Executive
Orders issued over a fifteen-year period.

The “Shadow” Government has

“secretly” authorized the use of the federal department and agencies within the
“elected” and “appointed” government of America to carry out “emergency”
preparedness functions to prepare for the coming of    into “power”
and “great” glory. Let us read Malachi 3:1 please:
Behold, I will send My messenger, and He shall prepare the
way before Me: and the Lord,  , whom ye seek, shall
suddenly come to His temple, even the messenger of the
covenant, whom ye delight in: behold, He shall come, saith the
Lord, , of hosts.
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The “Shadow” Government has “secretly” prepared the way in the “elected” and
“appointed” government of America for   to reign over all the nations
of the Earth with a rod of iron (Revelation 12:5). And now the last Executive
order:
EXECUTIVE “ORDER” 11921 allows the Federal Emergency Preparedness
Agency to develop plans to establish control over the mechanisms of
production and distribution of energy sources, wages, salaries, credit and the
flow of money in U.S. financial institution in any undefined national
emergency. It also provides that when a state of emergency is declared by the
President, Congress cannot review the action for six months. The “Shadow”
Government made provisions in this order to give this agency in the “elected” and
“appointed” government the authority to develop plans to establish control over all
of these areas.

In fact, The International Emergency Economic Powers Act

enables the President of the United States to seize the property of any foreign
country. This executive order is ready for activation upon the formal investiture of
  to His holy throne. With respect to wages, let us read Leviticus
19:13 and Malachi 3:5 (in part):
Leviticus 19:13 Thou shalt not defraud thy neighbour, neither
rob him: the wages of him that is hired shall not abide with
thee all night until the morning.
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Malachi 3:5 And I will come near to you to judgment; and I
will be a swift witness . . . against those that oppress the
hireling in his wages,. . . .
Absolutely no one will be able to rob the people of their just wages under the
righteous rulership of   . Fear not,    has a “righteous” plan
to deal with all the mechanisms of production and distribution of energy sources,
wages, salaries, credit and the flow of money in all the financial institutions, not
only in America, but also, in any undefined international emergency. There won’t
be any need for review, because once the plans of    are activated, they
shall stand forever.
In conclusion, Ezekiel saw the Secret Society, Skull and Bones (the
“Shadow” Government), in the middle of the “elected” and “appointed”
government of America setting up and “secretly” preparing for   
coming into “power” and “great” glory. And the whole world shall soon see the
physical manifestation of the wheel that Ezekiel saw in the middle of a wheel.
While in the cotton fields in America picking cotton as slaves, our ancestors used
to sing: “Ezekiel saw the wheel, way up in the middle of the air. Ezekiel saw the
wheel way in the middle of the air.” It was so beautiful, that in Ezekiel 1:28, he
described it:
As the appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of
rain, so was the appearance of the brightness round about.
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This was the appearance of the likeness of THE GLORY OF
THE LORD, .
It was as the “appearance” of the likeness of THE “GLORY” OF THE LORD,

! Selah.
I give all thanks, praises, honor, and glory to for this “divine”
revelation. For only He Himself could reveal this unto us. We thank thee, O ,
forever and ever. I hope you have enjoyed it. And may  continue to bless and
keep you. Let everything that has breath, praise !!!! Shalom Aleichem.
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